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1/5 Buzz dashboard tray
Buzz dashboard rubber tray

Target group

1: Families with kids and 2: Young people driven by design &
innovation

Observation

It is nice to have compartments in the van to keep things
organized.

Conclusion

The need for glass/mug holders on the car and a place to put
things in the dashboard without moving around.
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Solution

I have designed this dashboard rubber tray to keep things organized on the
Buzz.
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Need addressed by this
product

The Mug on the picture can be
found here:
https://www.jovoto.com/projects/print-
your-buzz/ideas/70703

This can be customized as
follow: Midle rubber shape and
colors. Dashboard colors and
patterns. Text. Text colors. St
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Further elaboration of the
product

The Buzz dash St
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Further elaboration of the
product

Buzz dash patterns samples.
Here we can see a few samples,
but the options are endless. St
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Creative's profile

Javier Senra Alvarez
Design Engineer
United Kingdom

Creative's top 5 skills

Graphic Design, Product Design, Service Design, Web Design

Third party materials used

https://www.maxim.com/.image/t_share/MTQ1NjIyNjA3NTExNjkyNTEy/id_buzz_concept__6889.jpg

https://www.jovoto.com/projects/print-your-buzz/ideas/70703
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